INFORMATION ON MEASURES AFFECTING TRADE
SUBMITTED BY HUNGARY

Addendum to the Note by the Secretariat

1. Since documents AG/FOR/HUN/1 and AG/FOR/W/HUN/1 were circulated Hungary has submitted information identifying specific measures affecting trade for another 43 CCCN headings and a revised version of AG/FOR/HUN/1 will shortly be issued. As a consequence, part of the information in AG/FOR/W/HUN/1 has to be amended, as shown below.

2. In respect of paragraph 2 of AG/FOR/W/HUN/1 it should be noted that Hungary's submission now provides reference to certain specific measures for 87 CCCN headings and not only for headings for which imports exceeded 1 million US dollars.

3. In respect of paragraph 4 - under the heading "Subsidies" - Column 2: "...there are now 38 instances where the symbol "XS" (export subsidy) is inscribed, taking into account the additions to, and the deletions from, the earlier listing. For one additional heading the applicability of price support measures ("PS") is shown. The GATT Article invoked is Article XVI:3 and the measures are classified as "(a)".

4. In respect of paragraph 5 - under the heading "Column 10 - Licensing and import restrictions: the existence of a "global quota for consumer goods" is now shown against 14 headings. The reference document for these measures is given as L/3301 and GATT Article XII is invoked. Under the heading "Column 11 - Sanitary and phytosanitary regulations:" there are now 51 instances of inscriptions of the symbols "SN" or "PSN", as appropriate.

5. Although the additional specific trade measures notified do not cover all of the four-digit headings in CCCN Chapters 1 through 24, the information contained in the Annex to AG/FOR/W/HUN/1 in paragraph 6 of AG/W/2 is now out of date and, given the proviso set out for filling in the format, perhaps no longer relevant.